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Xtium-CL MX4 Frame Grabber Triggering Notes: 
On the MX4, there is a 27-pin J1 connector on the outside of the card, and an internal 26-pin J4 
connector.  They both have the same pinout assignment for the first 26 pins.  Use shaft encoder 
phase A for line trigger and external trigger input 1 for frame trigger.   
 

 

 
 
The full description of pinout and best practices is in the MX4 manual. You can use either, both, 
more, or neither trigger inputs depending on the application.  Some pinouts and practices will vary 
depending on the revision of the board.   
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Pin 8 is External trigger input 1+ and pin 7 is external input 1-.  We use a single ended frame trigger 
signal that goes to pin 8 for signal and pin 7 for ground, but it also supports differential input. 
Pin 3 is the shaft encoder phase A+, 2 is A-, and 1 is GND.   We use a single ended line trigger signal 
connected to pin 3 A+ for signal, and pin 1 for GND.  Rev B0 of the MX4 natively supports directly 
connecting TTL shaft encoder signals to RS-422(+) input without biasing the RS-422(-). 
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For single ended TTL line trigger signals on a Rev A2 board and below, a bias voltage of about two 
volts should be placed on the pin2 A- since the shaft encoder inputs are not optocoupled and 
guarantees the correct detection of the single ended signal.  
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Optional Digikey Parts for MX4 IO Signals and Bias Voltage Generation: 
DH40-27S plug (H11933-ND)   (External IO Connection to J1 for Triggers) 
DH-37-CV2B cover (H11931-ND)   
 
Ribbon cable with 26pin connector SAM8786-ND   (Internal IO Connection for Bias Voltage) 
680 ohm resistor S680HCT-ND 
470 ohm resistor S470HCT-ND 
 
Use ribbon cable internally on J4 for the biasing to make wiring of the external connector less 
complicated. 
Wire up 680 and 470 ohm resistor in series.   The 470 ohm will drop approx 2V  of the source 5V to 
be used as biasing voltage for shaft encoder A-.    (example: pin 19 5v through series resistors to 
ground pin 1 and then the 2v dropped by the 470 to pin 2) 
 
5V power output is Pin 19  
Shaft encoder phase A- is pin 2 
Ground is pin 1, 4 , 10, or 13 

          


